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Introduction. One of the topical issues in the field 
of collective decision making is a problem of 
optimality principle definition  the principle of 
alternatives comparing, in the result of which a 
decision in favor of one or another alternative is 
made. On the set of the two alternatives the only 
possible and correct principle of optimality is a 
choice according to relative majority rule [1]. 
However, it is known [2] that on the set of three or 
more alternatives arises a problem of constructing 
the rule of collective choice, which would be 
adequate continuation of collective choice according 
to majority principle of pairs of alternatives. 

To date the principle proposed in the late XVIII 
century by French philosopher and mathematician 
Condorcet one way or another is taken into 
consideration in all rational models of collective 
decision making [1-2]. The rules that satisfy this 
principle are called reasonably (wealthy) Condorcet. 
The above said makes actual the generalization 
problem of the concept of Condorcet reasonability.  

In this paper we propose one generalization of the 
weak version of Condorcet’s principle. 

Statement of the problem and the basic 
concepts. Let a finite set of alternatives be 

 (   number of alternatives), and 

also a set (profile)  of estimations of 

alternatives set , where  is strict linear order on 

a set , given by individual l  of collective (group) 
and which corresponds to their individual 
preferences on a set of alternatives  

(

},...,{ 1 AnaaA 

A

An



A

},...,{ 1 EnPP

lP

A

},...,1{ EE nNl  ,   quantity of individuals). 
The problem of collective (group, resulting, etc.) 
order definition which in the “best” possible way 
displays the preferences on set  of group of 
individuals in general is set. 

En

A

The only possible and correct solution on the set 
of the two alternatives is a collective choice 
according to the relative majority rule: the best 
alternative is that one which was given a strong 
preference for at least half of individuals. On the set 
of three or more alternatives arises a problem of 
constructing of collective choice rule, which would 
be adequate continuation of voting according to 
majority principle for a couple of alternatives. 

Definition 1. Let’s denote for any profile  
of individual   lji PaalCard ENijc  ),(= ,

A

:  

.},...,1{, A nNji   Value   is the number of 

individuals which gave strong prefernence to 
alternative  over alternative  in corresponding 

profile. 

ijc

jaia

ANji

Definition 2. For any profile of individual 
preferences value  is called majority 

margin of alternatives  over aternative , 
jiij cc 

ia
ijm =

ja

 , , and matrix  
Ani ,, j 1,=ijmM =   is called 

matrix of majority margin. 
In the futher if you need to point out 

correspondence of mentioned notations to certain 
profile P  (P  
we will write down 

 set of all possible profiles), then 
)(ijc , )(ijm  and )(M . 
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R
e 

Definition 3. elation of simpe majority (majority 
relation), which was generated by profil P , is 
called connected binary relation )(MR  on a set A , 

which is defined as following  

., )(),( )( AaamRaa ijMji 0, ji    

Definition 4. The tournament is called a pair 
, where ),( TA T  is assymetric and connected binary 

rel
Definition 5.
ation on a set of alternatives A . 

 

ll  a pair 

Let q   is non-negive real number. 
q -weighted tournament is ca ed ),( GA , 

where G   is matrix,  
Anjiji aagG

,1,=,
),(=


, is such, 

at qaagaag ijji =),(),(  , Aaa ji  ,  

),(,( aagaag  , for different arbitraries 

ji , 5 it follows that 

Ai  . 

 q -weighted tournament ),( GA  generates 

A

th

(g

 and

)j

AN .

=)ai

ij

 From

2/q , a

i

,ai

 definition 

 

Every

tourname  in th  nt 

G

),( GT e following way:

),  a,(>),(), ijjij aamaamTa  , Aa ji( ia  .  

Every q d tournament ),( GA  generates -weighte

ent  e matrix 0 -

0G

w

weighted tournam ),( 0GA ,

(ag j

lements of 

 the  of which are determined in following 

ay: ,),(2=),),(=),(0 qaagaaagaag jiijiji   

., Aaa ji   

It  

 

is easy to see if the number of individuals is
odd, then arbitrary profile of individual prefereces 

En  

,GP  generates En -weighted tournament )(A , 

where ijji caag =),( , 


ji  . In general case when 

er of individ ls is even such statement is not 
always true. ofile P  generates 

En -weighted tournament ),( GA , then it generates 

0 -weighted tournament ),( 0GA , wh )(=0

a numb ua
In case when pr

ere M  

 MG RT = .Taking into ideration all said 
ove we choose on a P t PT   

which generate 0 -weighted tournament. 

G

 o
and
ab

 c
 sub

ons
se f p srofile

Smith’s principle [2  A set of profiles T  is 
considered. Let there exists some non

].
-emp et  

2.  

 winner s ll be chosen from the set  
alogue of Smith’s principle. A set of profiles 

mpty et  
 which is such, that: 

2. 
is strict comp ority relation;  

ty s

SW mith  which is such that: 

1. AWSmith  ; 

Smith AbWa   , MSmith RbaW  ),(\ .

The ha SmithW .
An
T  is considered. Let there exists non-e  sP \

CW

1. AWC  ; 
s

C RabWAbWa  ),(:\  , sR   
onent of maj

MC M

3. \ }{: bWWAb CC   satisfies 1 and 2. 

 winner shall be chosen from the set The C

It is easy to see that for each profile 
W . 

TP \ , 
to set  contains all weak winners according 

Co ord g to
Co ve, whic

ld w

C

ndorcet (alternative is a weak winner acc in

W
 

ndorcet, if there is no other alternati h 
wou in from it according to the rule of relative 
majority) for this profile. 

Kemeny rule. Let 21, RR  (  set of all 
connected, asymmetric, transitive binary relations) 
are two arbitrary strict linear orders. Let’s define the 
distance between theese two relati asons  the distance 
beween the sets:  

 
.

2

)\()\(
=),( 1221

21

RRRRCard
RR

  

Binary relation RKemeny

eny's 


En

(

 is called collective order of 

Kemeny (Kem median) if and only if 

 l
l

R
Kemeny PRargR

1

),min= . 

Slater’s rule is to find collective orders, which are 
closest to the corresponding relation of simple 
majority. Let  be relation of simple majority 

gen

 MR

erated by some profile. Binary relation SlaterR  is 
called Slater’s collective order if and only if  

).,(min= M
R

Slater RRargR 


 

Prudent order. S se 
}2,,2,,{ nnnn

uppo

EEEE    n  l t’s define a d

relation 

e

> >R : ,>),(  ijji

. ,, iNj

mRaa   

 i A j  Prudent oreder is called strict 

linear or  

POR , 

:}2,,2,,{{= EEE nnnmin 

der 

>R , that is R
POR

>

, which completes acyclic relation

En     

acy> } clic

m 1
R . 
Theore . Kemeny’s rule satisfies an analogue 

of Smith’s principle. Slater's rule and prudent order 
satisfy the Smith’s principle and its analogue.  

 as a 
res

Proof. Truth of statement concerning the rules of 
Kemeny and Slater follows from their equivalence to 
linear ordering problem of alternatives [4], and

ult from decomposition procedures for a linear 
ordering of alternatives. [5] 

Let’s choose arbitrary alternatives Ci Wa  , 

Cj WAa \ . Let >ijm . Then for every prudent 
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order is performed >),( Raa ji  , and from 

asymmetry of acyclic relation it follows that 

>), Ra  . If (a ij ijm , then from Mji aa R),(  

jiij m  it  and m = follows  ijmm 0 , this is 

because >),( Raa ji   and >),( Raa ij  . In this 

case a strict partial order  >R  can  

comp

),( aa ji  akes it o choose 

any alternative from the set A \  Similarly we can 
show also another part of the theorem.  

ji

impossi

CW .

 be always

>R , so that 

ble t

leted to a strict linear order 

, which m>R

Egalitarian Simpson’s rule. To win o 
is necessary that alternative does not 

collect against it a large ma  according to this 
rule. Simpson’s score of alternative Aai   is called 

va

according t

 ., Aaa ji

this rule it 

)j Ra 

jority

 

),() jaS

lue .min=)( iz

iNz
i maS



 

Simpson’s collective order is called ordening 

SimpsonR , which is defined as follows: 

 ,( i Sa ( iaSimpson   

Utilitarian Tideman’s rule. As alternative to the 
rule (1) it is possible to define the rule which is 

n an utilitarian criterion. Utilitbased o
alternative ai 

arian score of 
.=)i maA  is called value (U iz

iNz




Utilitarian collective order is called ordening UCR , 
which is defined as follows:  

),()( ),( aUaUaa jiji

 

., Aaa jiRUC    

Copland’s rule. In order to defeat Copl

of other
Aai 

and’s rule 

 alternatives.
 is called value  

it is necessary to win on the basis of simple majority 
from the greatest number  
Copland’s score of alternative 

 
 .0}=:}{\{

0}>:}{\{2=)(

izA

izAi

wiNzCard

wiNzCardaC




 

Copland’s collective rule is called ordening 

CopelandR , which is defined as follows: 

),() ji aCa (C), Copelandji Ra (a   , Aaa ji .  

Borda’s rule puts in order alternatives according 
m of the ranks of alternatives to t

indivi

ma

he su
dual pr

in a profile of 
ethod of 
majority 

eferences. We use equivalent m
points calculation which is based on the 

rgin. Borda’s score of alternative Aai   is called 

value .=)(
1=

iz

An

z
i waB   Borda’s collective order is 

called ordening R , which is defined as follows: 

),()(),( jiBordaji aBaBRaa 

Borda

  . ai , Aa j   

The  strong winner according to 
Condorcet is absent the Smith’s principle is violated 
at the determina f collective order according to
the rules of Simpson and Tiedemann, if 4n ; to

orem 2. If a

tion o  
 

Borda’s rule if . On the set of 4 alternati s 
A

ve5nA

a strong winner according to Condorcet is absent 
Borda’s rule satisfies Smith’s principle. 

Proof. Let matrix 

if 

M  of majority margin:  
1,<11,|>|  Aij njixm 1.1,=  AAin xm  

It is easy to see for a profile which generates 
matrix 

ni

M , an inclusion }{\
AnSmith aAW   is 

performed. We also have the following Simpson’s 
score: xS a

An =)( , and for alternative from the

dorcet aS i

 set 

}{\
Ana , due to the fact that there is no strong 

winner according to Con x

A

<)( , 

11  Ani  is performed. 
Let 

,=,= 2313 gmvm,=12 um  ,=,=,= 342414 zmymxm  
0,>0,>0,>0,>0,> yxgvu

>,>,>
0,>z  

,zyxgzyxvzyxu   

,<40,>321 Ajjj njm   0,>0,> mm

.<40,> Aij njim   

For a profile which defines the above showed 
matrix of majority margin we have  

 and the following utilitarian },,{= 321 aaaWSmith

estimations are true: ,=)( 1 vaUC   ,=)( 2 uaUC   

,=)( 3 gaUC   ,=)( 4 zyxaUC   which taking 
into consideration introducted restrictions makes it 
impossible to choose any alternative from the set  

SmithW  according to utilitarian criterion. 
Let’s define the ajority margin 

,=,== 132312 umumm

matrix of m
according to the following rule:  

  0,>,5>,=45 uuvvm  

,====== 353425241514 ummmmmm  

,<50,>,==== 4321 Ajjjj njxxmmmm   

<<50,>ij im .Anj   

Let’s consider the fo owing profile which 
generates such matrix. We have 
and the following Borda’s scores are true: 

ll
},,{= 31 aaaWSmith  2

 ,5)(2=)(=)(=)( 321 xnuaBaBaB   A

.5)(3=)( 4 xnvuaB A   
Then taking into consideration e re t n  

the elements value of majority margin m  
following scores are perform

th stric io s on
atrix the

ed 
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, which makes 0>5=)()( 4 vuaBaB i  , 
impossible the choice of 

1,2,3=i
any alternative of the set 

SmithW  according to Borda’s rule. 
Matrix of majority margin M  of arbitrary profile 

 set of four 
alternatives, for which 3=)( SmithWCard , with some 

bering of alternatives satis

of individual preferences the 

renum fies the following 
res

on 

trictions: 
,=,=,= 231312 gwvwuw   

0,>0,> gvu 1,2,3.4i  

For such matrix we have 0<)( 4aB , 

vuaB =)(

0,>  =0,> iw

1 , guaB =)( 2 , gvaB = . If )( 3

suppose that 0<)( ia , {1,2,3} B  i , then fro  the
adiction in

m  
cor
the form of 

responding Borda’s scores we get contr  
inequality ugvu <<< . So und 

{1,2,3}i , fo h 
impossible the choice of alternative 4a  according to 
Borda’s rule. Theorem is r .

Top cycle

 is fo

, which makes r whic )( iaB 0

p oved   
. Let ),( TA rnament. Let us 

denote by 

  is tou

T  transitive closure T . 

ele

Top cycle of 
tournament ),( TA  is called non-empty subset of top 

ments for relation T . Let us denote 

 .}{ ,),(:=)( aAbTbaaTTC    \A

Uncovered set. Let ),( TA   is tournament. Let us 
define for relation T  the relation of covering 

),(,), TabbaRa 
coveringR :

.),(),(: TcbcaAc 
Uncovered set )US  of tournament ),( TA  is 

(b covering 
 

T 



(T
 subset of top elemcalled non-empty ng 

relation :  
ents of coveri

coveringR

 .:A ),(: =)( coveringRabAbaTUS   

Minim erinal cov g set. Covering set of tournament 
 is called subset ),( TA AB  , which satisfies the 

following condition:  

nd only

}),{|,(: =)|,( bBTAUSbBbиBBTAS   

where BT |  are those a  those pairs 

U

T , the 

elements of which belong to B . Minima  
 of tournament  is called a single 

s

l covering
set )MC(T ),TA(
covered set of this tournament, which doe  not 
contain any other covering set. 

Bipartisan set. Tourname t game, which is 
generated by tournament (A s called symmetric 






1,

;),(1,

=),( if

Tbaif

bau

n
i

 of two person m with gain 

Set a 
single Nash equilibrium in mi gies of game 

, which is generated by is tournament. 
The approach of [3-4]  consists in the use of rules 

of choice, which would provide the choice from the 
set

majority

 a set of m r

bt
n  that for every   

; 

• i

),T  

s with zero-su),,( TuAA




 
.=0,

;),(

ba
T  

)(TS  of tournament ),( TA  is called 

if

Tab

 B

)T

xed strate
 th,,( uAA

s , )( MTUS , )M , )( MTBS  

respectively, where MT  is tournament, generated by 

elation R . 

)( MTTC

 r

( MTC

M

Let us denote by KemenyW , CopelandW , SimpsonW , 

UCW f  

collective orders o ined according to existing 
rules. It is know [2]
(A

, BordaW inimal ele

a
,
wing: 

ments o

 to

espective

urnament
),T  we have the follo

• )TMCTBP 
f 

()()()( TTCTUS

Smith , then SmithWTTC )( ; 

• )(TUSWCopeland  ; 

)(TTCKemeny  . 

W

•

om theorem 2 we get. 
clusion 1. , then there exists a 

profile 

 W

Fr
Con  If n 4A

T , for which does not exist a strong 
winner according to Condorcet and  

,=)(  )( )()(  )( )(   SimpsonM WR

()

 SimpsonM USWRTC

.=)(  )(  )( )()(   SimpsonMSimpsonM WRWR  

Conclusion 2. If 4An , then there exists profile 

BSMC

T , for which does not exist a strong winner 
according to Condorcet and  

,=)(  )(=)(  )( )()(   UCMUCM WRUSWRTC

=) .=)(  )((  )( )()(   UCMUCM WRWRC  

Conclusion 3. If 5An , then there exists a 

BSM

profile T , fir which does not exist a strong 
winner according to Condorcet and  

,=)(  )(=)(  )( )()(   BordaMBordaM WRUSWRTC

( .=)(  ))(  )( )()(   BordaMBordaM WRWR  

Theorem 3. If the weak winners according to 
Condorcet are absent the analog

BSMC

ue of Smith’s 
principle is violated at the determination of 
collective order according to Copland’s rule, 

; according to Simpson’s and Tideman’s rules 

 according to Borda’s rule if  

if 
8An

if An 4 ; 6An .
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Proof. Let us define the following matrix of 
majority margin:  

0,>0,>0,> 342312 mmm  0,=0,=0,< 241413 mmm  

1,,4,5,=0,<1  Aii nim   

,22,40, Aij njinim 

.,2,=2,,4,=0,> AAij nijnim    

Then by analogy with the corresponding case of 
 and taking into consideration 

the introduced restrictions, we obtain

a’

the previous theorem
 inability to 

choose any of the alternatives of a set CW  according 
to utilitarian criterion. 

For part of the statement, which refers to the 
negative result concerning the Bord s rule we 
con

A  

.53,10,= Aij njim   

For the corresponding profile which generates the 
considered matrix of majority margin is vali :  d

},,{= 321 aaaWC , AnnaC =422=)( 3 A  , 

72=5)2(3=)( 5 
consideration the restrictions on the

oplan

 AnaC

alternatives we
(C

CW  according to

An . Hence taking into
 number of 

 obtain sc

d’s rule. 

 

ore 
0,>7=72=)() 35  AAA nnnaCa  which 

makes it impossible to choose any alternative from  
 C

Let the following matrix of majority margin:  

1,<10,|>|  Aij njixm  1.10,>  AAin nimx  

matrix the 
following inclusion is performed }{\

AnC aAW   

, taking into consideration

sider the profile, which leads to the following 
matrix of majority margin: 

,=0,>== 132312 umumm   1,2,3,4=0,>= ixm
Ain  

<<31,2,3,=0,= Aij njim ,  1,<<50,=4 Aj njm  

1,<3,5>,=1  Aii nixyym  

.22,<30,= AAij njinim   

For such profile  we have: },,{= 321 aaaWC

x= , aB
AnaBaBaB )(=)(=)( 321 yx 4=)

 the restrictions 
 margin matrix 

( .

such 

 Then 

tak
of elem

ing into consideration on the value 
scores 

are true 0>4=)()( xyxaBaB iAn 
ents of majority

 , 1,2,3=i , 

which makes it impossible to choose any alternative 
from a se

Conclusions. A generalization for one principle 
of rational collective choice is suggested for a 
pro

t CW  according to Bordas’ rule. 

For a profile which corresponds to this 

and   
acc

weak winners
 are 

, 11
ording to Condorcet the following inequalities

performed )<<)(
Ani aSxaS   Ani , (

which makes it impossible to choose any alternative 
from set CW  according to Simpson’s rule.  

For the next part of the statement we define the 
following matrix M :  

23

,=0,=,=,= 45342414 zmmymxm

blem of collective choice in the classical 
formulation in this paper. If there is a weak winner 
according to Condercet for some profile of 
individual preferences then the proposed principle 
coincides with Condorcet’s principle, and in the 
absence thereof − serve as its reasonable substitution 
(continuation). Study of consistency according to 
this principle of some well-known rules of collective 
choice proves once again the complexity and 
paradox of the theory of collective decision making. 

 

,=,=,= 1312 gmvmum   

  
0,>0,>0,>0,>0, zyxgvu 0,>>  

,>,>,> zyxgzyxvzyxu   

>0,>1 jjm ,<40,>0, 32 Aj njmm   

1,,5,=0,<1  Aii nim   
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